By studying the t-J model for superconductivity, the Pati-Salam model and the Haplon model for particle unifications, we extract their common feature which is the spin-charge separation of fermions. This becomes a de-gauging process for charged fermions by considering them as bound states of a neutral fermion and charged or neutral bosons. We present a few examples including the weakcharge-spin separation for the leptons in the Standard Model. Some fundamental fermions can be obtained by continuing this de-gauging process for different kinds of charges. Finally the binding forces of the bound states might be provided by interactions related to spacetime symmetries such as supersymmetry.
Introduction
The new physics beyond the Standard Model, albeit currently unknown in experiments, should be able to address the problem of neutrino mass and provide interpretations for other problems such as the naturalness problem, the mass hierarchy problem and the repetitive family structure. More ambitious goals, like what grand unification theories (GUTs) are aimed to achieve, are usually set in the framework of gauge theories with spontaneously broken symmetry. Fundamental or composite Higgs bosons are needed in describing the physics vacua and the symmetry-breaking patterns. It is generally speculated that gauge-theory side of leptons and quarks in the Standard Model is "fixed" to some extent, while the Higgs sector still has some room to be improved. Given that in the study of superconductivity the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory surpasses the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory, we agree with the second part of this speculation -the Higgs boson could be composite; there might be more Higgs fields and etc -but not the first part: the leptons, and probably quarks, might be composite as well. This is not new from the "preon model" point of view.
1 What is new is that we propose a "de-gauging" procedure, in the spirit of the spin-charge separation from the study of high-temperature superconductivity in condensed matter physics. The idea is that we decompose the leptons into Higgs fields and some neutral fermions, called "dark fermions" in Ref.
, 2 and leptons can be considered as bound states of these component fields. Therefore the leptons masses and the Yukawa couplings, as well as the family structure, might come from the dynamics of the bound states. As this de-gauging procedure goes on, the fermionic components are becoming "darker" in the sense that they are carrying less and less charges. Finally only interactions with respect to the spacetime symmetry, like gravity and supersymmetric interactions, are left for providing binding forces of the bound states. Additionally the dark fermions we obtained during the de-gauging course, are proper candidates for dark matter.
This article is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we will give a brief introduction to the spin-charge separation in condensed matter physics; We then show in Sect. 3 that in particle physics, some GUTs (Pati-Salam) and preon models do have a spin-charge separation pattern; As examples, we will study the de-gauging of the sigma model and the vectorial gauge theories in Sect. 4; The spin-charge separation of the Standard Model leptons is done in Sect. 5 and discussions and conclusions are given Sect. 6.
Spin-charge separation from condensed matter physics
Compared to the BCS theory for superconductivity, spin-charge separation might not be a familiar topic for particle physicists. In condensed matter physics, spincharge separation is associated with the resonating valence bond (RVB) theory 3 and describes electrons in some materials as "bound states" of spinon and chargon (or holons), which carry the spin and charge of electrons respectively. Under certain conditions, e.g. in the high-temperature cuprate superconductors, the "composite" electrons can have a deconfinement phase and the spinon and chargon becomes independent excitations or "particles". Many elaborations of this idea followed in the studies of high T c superconductors (see Ref.
4 for a review). Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the BCS theory and the spin-charge separation mechanism in two cartoons, respectively.
There are experimental observations and computer simulations supporting the idea of spin-charge separation -The first direct observations of spinons and holons was reported in Ref.
; 5 Simulations on spin-charge separation with quantum computing methods were performed in Ref. 6 It is more convenient for us to demonstrate this concept by taking the slave-boson formalism in the t-J model as an example.
7
It is well-known that the low-energy physics of the high-temperature cuprates can be described by the t-J model
where c † iσ , c iσ are the projected electron operators with constraint σ c † iσ c iσ 1, and t ij = t, t , t label the nearest-, second nearest-and their-nearest-neighbor pairs, For one-dimensional interacting systems of fermions with spin, collective excitations, instead of renormalized electrons, are the coherent excitations in the bosonization approach and there are two branches of collective excitations, the charge density waves and the spin density waves, which carry charge ±e, spin 0 and charge 0, spin 1/2, respectively. These two branches have different symmetries and hence different spectra. To some extremes one branch has a gap and the other does not, so the electrons carrying both spin and charge quantum numbers cannot propagate coherently. The two branches in electrons under such circumstances tend to separate from each other (see Ref. 8 for details).
respectively. With double occupancy excluded one can write
where the operators f † iσ creates a chargeless spin-1/2 fermion state -spinon, and b i creates a charged spin-0 boson state -holon, respectively. Note that for the (anti)commutator relations to work out correctly a constraint:
must be satisfied. This reflects the material or environmental dependence of the decomposition (2). What's more, a U(1) gauge symmetry
emerges. The d-wave high-T c superconducting phase appears when holons condense
It should be emphasized that, as Eq. (3) suggests, to apply spin-charge separation in condensed matter systems we need a finite-density environment. An isolated electron cannot split into its spin and charge components. Besides the high-T c cuprate superconductors in the condensed matter physics, the early universe and the inner cores of the compact stars may provided such a finite-density environment in cosmology and astrophysics.
In particle physics, however, there exists a different interpretation to the decomposition in (2) -it may indicate that the particle state c is a bound state of component fields f and b. Composite models are quite common in physics and one may ask what is special about the decomposition in (2). This will be answered in the next two sections.
Spin-charge separation hidden in the Pati-Salam model and the haplon model
It is interesting that the decomposition pattern (2) has already been put forward in some unification models in particle physics. To our knowledge the first one seems to be the Pati-Salam model, 9 in which the lepton number can be considered as the fourth "color", 9 based on the gauge group SU (2) L × SU (2) R × SU (4) c . (Note that this group can be embedded into a larger gauge group SO (10) 10 and the observations and arguments below should work as well in the SO(10) or even larger group cases. Right-handed neutrinos are introduced in these models 9,10 and the usual color group SU (3) c is extended to the group SU (4) c . With modern notations
where F are spinors carrying the spin of Ψ while B are scalars carrying the color charge of Ψ. As explicitly pointed out in Ref., 9 it is attractive to consider the components (F, B) in the decomposition (5) as fundamental fields and Ψ as composite ones. Note that this actually suggests a composite model for quarks and leptons, which can be considered as one of those "preon" models (preons are hypothetical constituents of the elementary particles in the Standard Model)
1 . Similar pattern can be found in another preon model called the "Haplon" model, 11 which consider quarks and leptons as bound states of some preons called Haplons. In the Haplon model the preons are in the fundamental representation N orN of an SU (N ) hypercolor gauge group. They are a weak SU(2) doublet of colorless fermions (α, β), and a quartet of scalars (x i , y), i = 1, 2, 3 and y carries the fourth color, i.e. lepton number, thus leading to an SU (4) symmetry. The quantum number assignment are given in Table 1 .
1 Notice that there are two different ways of assigning the color charge to the Haplons, as shown in the last two columns of Table 1 . The original scheme in Ref.
11 takes the alternative one (the last column), which does not have a spin-charge separation while the other scheme (the second last column) does. Therefore we choose the color assignment in the second last column for spin-charge separation purpose. The first generation of fermions
which has the same spin-charge separation pattern Ψ = FB as in Eqns. (2) and (5). The weak vector bosons (spin 1 state ↑↑) and Higgs scalars (spin 0 state ↑↓) can also be composite ones
However, we will not address here the decomposition of gauge field. The spin-charge separation of non-abelian gauge fields is a more complicated issue (see for example Refs. 12,13 ). 
a This is the original choice in Ref. 11 For spin-charge separation purpose we choose the color assignment in the second last column.
Spinon and chargon: some examples
From Eqns (2, 5, 6), the t − J model, the Pati-Salam model and the Haplon model tell us that a general spin-charge separation can be written as
Extra constraint(s) like Eq. (3) might be needed to form the correct (anti) commutation relations for the operators, and to match the degrees of freedom before and after the spin-charge separation. How to do a spin-charge separation in field theories? First we consider the sigma model as a simple example. The Lagrangian of the (linear) sigma model with SU (2) L × SU (2) R symmetry reads
where
The matrix field Σ can be parametrized by either the fields σ and π or the polar variables η and ζ
where v = µ 2 /λ is the vacuum expectation value of σ. In terms of η and U , the
Therefore the U field inherits the transformation property of Σ while the η field is invariant. From spin-charge separation point of view, we consider the η field as a "spinon" F, albeit a real scalar with 0-spin in this case, and the U field as the chargon B, respectively. Also the second parametrization in (11) is the spin-charge separation for the Σ field.
If a free, massless Dirac fermion Ψ D is a bound state of a spinon and a chargon (FB), then from the wave function point of view the component fields F and B would be coupled to each other as can be seen from plugging Ψ D = FB into its Lagrangian, in this case just the kinetic term
where the spinon current and the chargon current are defined as
respectively and the field ξ is the phase of the chargon field B. The coupling (13) has the usual form of derivative coupling of Nambu-Goldstone boson to some external current.
We then consider vector-like theories which the spinons F will be Majorana type. Starting with an Abelian gauge theory for a Dirac fermion Ψ D and a gauge field A µ
Like the complex scalar field Σ, the Dirac fermions can be considered as a combination of two Majorana fermions Ψ D = Ψ . Thus we obtain a complete spin-charge separation (or de-gauging) of a Dirac fermion for this vectorial theory, if the spinon is taken to be the Majorana-type.
De-gauging leptons in the Standard Model
In Ref.
14 we considered whether neutrinos be considered as spinons with respect to the electric-charge-spin separation. Since chirality is involved, and in the (3+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime spinors cannot satisfy both Weyl and Majorana conditions, the spin-charge separation or the de-gauging process will become more complicated for chiral theories, like the electroweak theory in the Standard Model. If spin-charge separation can be realized in both electric and color charge cases, it should be realized for the weak-charge case as well and we will show how this could be proceeded. Let us push the idea to extremes -what about if we separate all the charges of quarks and leptons from their spins? We will obtain some fundamental fermions interacting with each other via forces which are related to the spacetime symmetries, such as gravity and supersymmetric interactions. Continuing this spincharge separation might happen step by step (the de-gauging process), we obtain dark fermions 2 which might be the proper candidates for dark matter. It turns out that the spin-charge separation has to be performed in an asymmetric way (with respect to the left-right symmetry).
2 As the neutrinos and electrons form an SU (2) L doublet in the Standard Model, we consider their weak-charge-spin separation together. Let us start with the first generation. (The family-structure problem will be discussed in Sect. 6). Noticing that left-handed lepton doublet
T L and the tilde Higgs doubletΦ both transform as (1, 2, −1/2) under the symmetry group
where the neutral spinor F L plays the role of spinon, and the Higgs fields are the chargons. For the right-handed lepton singlets of SU (2) L , we need extra scalar fields χ − and χ 0 for their chargon parts
where the spinor F R is another spinon. Note that even from the composite model point of view, this is different from the Haplon model in comparison with (6) . Now we give a derivation to find the precise form of (16) . For compact gauge groups it is always possible to choose the unitary gauge and write the Higgs doublet in a polar form similar to (11)
As mentioned in the sigma-model example, this is the spin-charge separation form for the Higgs doublet and the field h(x) plays the role of spin-0 spinon. With U (ξ) a field redefinition for the lepton doublet can be made,
By a straightforward calculation we obtain ν e
which can be rewritten in a more compact form
Noticing that partially de-gauged fields ν L and e − L now has the same quantum number as the ν R and e − R , respectively, one may realize that the separation of the weak charge makes the right-handed and left-handed fermions symmetric, as it should be. Therefore let us de-gauge the electron fields e − L and e − R in a left-right symmetric way
where the fermion fields F L , F R are the dark fermions we expect, and the extra scalar χ − has been made dimensionless by rescaling. For the neutrino fields ν L and ν R , we assume that they have the same spinon part as the electron fields, (this is, of course, an assumption which leads to minimum number of dark fermions)
therefore the spin-charge separation for the original fields of the electron and electron neutrino is
This is the main result obtained in Ref. 2 Note that we have introduced extra scalars χ − , χ 0 for the electric-charge-spin separation. These scalars are important in distinguishing electrons and neutrinos since we have assumed that the spinon part of electrons and neutrinos should be the same. However, it depends on a detailed study of the binding forces and dynamics of the bound states and we leave it to future investigations.
Discussions and conclusions
Our study suggests that both the (weak) charges of the leptons, just like their masses, are provided by Higgs fields.
a We have shown the de-gauging of the first generation leptons. How about the other generations? A naive generalization would be that we introduce spinons or dark fermions for the second and third generation, respectively. But this is again our requirement that the number of spinons should be kept minimum. Besides, this does not fully take the advantage of the bound states. For example, the radical excitations of a bound state might provide other generations. 15 Another possibility is that the second and the third generation might be the bound states of the first generation L 1 with one and two Higgs fields 16 or other fields 11 respectively, e.g. µ ∼ [L 1 h], τ ∼ [L 1 hh]. There also could be fermion-string bound-states in which chiral spinon zeromodes are trapped in a vortex configuration of the chargon.
14 This may happen when the chargon condenses and vortex configurations appear, which is similar to the (gauged) axion-string models:
17-19 the spinon zero-mode is localized on the chargon vortex due to an exponential profile F L = χ L exp − ρ 0 f (ρ )dρ , where ρ is the spacetime polar coordinate and f (ρ) are determined by the chargon and χ L is some two-dimensional spinor (see Ref.
14,17-19 for details). There are other questions like what the binding forces would be for the bound states, how to de-gauge other theories in general and etc. We assume that some Yukawa type-interaction provide such binding force. New gauge interactions (like the hypercolor in Ref.
11 ) are possible, but they will destroy our spin-charge separation scenario as we do not want to have a de-gauging process followed by a new gauging process. Spacetime symmetries, especially supersymmetry may provide Yukawa-type fermion-boson interactions 20 to work as the binding forces. Our degauging procedure can be generalized to other theories. As we demonstrated above for the Standard Model, the polar form or exponential parametrization of the Higgs (18) can always be reached since there always exists a unitary gauge in the compact gauge group cases. One then can make field-decomposition as in (19) and identify the chargon and the spinons. However the de-gauging process of quark and color charges is still under investigation and will be given in a separate publication.
